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Featured Application: The results of this study can be used in the design of coordination and
configuration of multiple energy storages in energy Internet or in a hybrid renewable energy
system. The proposed algorithm can be applied to solve the problem of single objective
optimization or multi-objective optimization which should be converted to a single one first.

Abstract: With the rapid development of energy Internet (EI), energy storage (ES), which is the key
technology of EI, has attracted widespread attention. EI is composed of multiple energy networks
that provide energy support for each other, so it has a great demand for diverse energy storages (ESs).
All of this may result in energy redundancy throughout the whole EI system. Hence, coordinating
ESs among various energy networks is of great importance. First of all, we put forward the necessity
and principles of energy storage coordination (ESC) in EI. Then, the ESC model is constructed with
the aim of economic efficiency (EE) and energy utilization efficiency (EUE) respectively. Finally,
a multi-agent particle swarm optimization (MAPSO) algorithm is proposed to solve this problem.
The calculation results are compared with that of PSO, and results show that MAPSO has good
convergence and computational accuracy. In addition, the simulation results prove that EE plays
the most important role when coordinating various ESs in EI, and an ES configuration with the
multi-objective optimization of EE and EUE is concluded at last.

Keywords: energy Internet (EI); energy storage (ES); coordination; multi-agent Particle Swarm
Optimization (MAPSO)

1. Introduction

As the situations of climate change and energy crises become more severe, renewable energies
will gradually replace fossil energies, leading to fundamental changes in the structure of the energy
system. The popularity of the Internet and the rapid development of information technology has
brought new opportunities for the revolution of the traditional energy system, thus enabling multiple
energy sources to develop coordinately. Therefore, the concept of energy Internet (EI) came into being.

EI has just been proposed, and there is no unified understanding or definition of its structure
and composition. How to build an EI system is still in dispute [1–4]. In general, the main features
of EI are: through mutual conversion and complementation of energies such as electricity, heat and
mechanical energy, the interconnection of the power grid, heating network, gas network, oil network,
water network etc. are integrated together, which can realize information sharing of various energy
systems [5,6].
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In the background of EI, energy storage (ES) will become an important basic support and key
technology for EI, and it plays a key role in the transferring, matching and optimization of energies [7,8].
EI consists of all kinds of energy networks, in which energy subnets can provide energy support for
each other, which leads to great requirement for capacity and types of energy storages (ESs), so that
the redundancy of ESs will occur in the entire EI system. The coordination of various ESs helps to
reduce the total demand for stored energy and improve economic efficiency (EE). Therefore, according
to the overall demand of EI, it is necessary to coordinate and cooperate with diverse types of ESs with
the aim of EE and energy utilization efficiency (EUE).

ES plays a significant role in EI, which attracts research interest [9]. Previous literature has mostly
concentrated on the application of ES in EI and the coordination of ESs or ES with renewable energies.
A table to classify the literature has been created, as shown in Table A1 in the Appendix A.

(1) Application of ES in EI

Several functions of ES in EI were summarized [10]. Besides peak load shifting, which were mainly
discussed in the existing literature, there were some other functions, including coupling and decoupling
among multi-energy systems, full utilization of renewable energies, new energy management and
transaction model etc. The role of ES in EI was divided into six types: time transfer of energy, space
transfer of energy, reserve of energy, fast throughput, storing small sums of energies gradually and
using all in one time and storing all energies in one time and using gradually. Others focused on the
application of certain ES technologies in EI [11,12].

Baronti et al. [13] discussed innovative solutions for the design and management of ES systems,
and their integration into e-transportation and smart grids according to 24 research papers. For the
better development of smart grids and bridging the gap between supply and demand for renewable
energy generation, Mumtaz et al. [14] provided an overview of energy storage systems (ESSs) and
introduced technologies and working principles and the current and future applications of ESSs.
Aktas et al. [15] proposed a new smart energy management algorithm for a hybrid ES system,
including battery and ultra-capacitor ES units of smart grids and analyzed several different operation
cases in this system, providing the test results in eight different operation modes. Rahbar et al. [16]
put forward an algorithm that jointly optimized energy charged/discharged to a shared ES system to
solve the energy management problem of multiple users with renewable energy sources and a single
shared ES system in smart grids. Sutanto [17] presented the benefits of ES systems and the role of
power electronics in micro-grid systems. Faccio et al. [18] found that the integration of solar energy,
wind energy and battery is the most frequent configuration, and most techniques applied to configure
the components of hybrid renewable energy systems were outlined.

(2) Coordination of ESs or ES with renewable energies

As for cooperation of various ESs, Mokhtari et al. [19] put forward a distributed control method
for the coordination of multiple ES units to avoid violation of voltage and thermal constraints.
In order to solve over-voltage problems with multiple suitably sized ES systems in low-voltage
distribution networks, an approach to coordinate multiple battery ES systems was proposed, and the
performance of coordinated control and non-coordinated control was compared [20]. A coordination
approach of ES systems was presented for network operation including normal, over-voltage,
and under-voltage control modes [21]. Considering that ES can not only contribute to their owners’
inherent activities, but also to a more flexible and efficient distribution network operation, Miranda et
al. [22] constructed a model for the coordination of distributed ES systems in distribution networks
and applied mixed-integer linear programming to maximize the technical and economic value of the
distributed storage. Rostami et al. [23] put forward a scalable wide area control scheme applying
distributed model predictive control so as to enhance the angle stability of power systems after large
disturbances. With the optimization of EE and EUE, Zhu et al. [24] applied particle swarm optimization
(PSO) to solve the problem of energy storage coordination (ESC) in EI.
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On the other hand, some other scholars studied the coordination of ES and renewable energies.
Early in 1992, Lee et al. [25] established multi-pass dynamic programming to solve the problem of
short-term hydrothermal coordination considering pumped storage and battery ES systems aiming at
economic benefits. Bortolini et al. [26] presented a model from the technical and economic perspective
for the design of a grid-connected photovoltaic plant with a battery ES system aiming at minimizing the
levelized cost of electricity. In order to specify the photovoltaic plant rated power, the system capacity
of the battery ES and the technical configuration (which can reduce the levelized cost of electricity and
carbon footprint of energy), Bortolini et al. [27] put forward a bi-objective design model for off-grid
photovoltaic battery ES–diesel generator hybrid energy system. After that, a dynamic cost model for
the energy mix planning and the electrical grid management was proposed by Bortolini et al. [28].
Barros et al. [29] presented an approach to coordinate independent non-dispatchable generators and
ES systems aiming to maximize the production of the generators so as to maximize their income.
A control algorithm considering both ES system capacity and grid reliability was designed to mitigate
wind power fluctuations [30]. In order to minimize the total cost of the hybrid renewable energy
system consisting of a wind farm, photovoltaic plant, fuel cell and battery storage, a three design
criteria optimal method was proposed [31]. Khosravi et al. [32] conducted the energy, exergy and
economic analysis for a system composed of off-grid photovoltaic, wind power and fuel cells.

As for the planning of ESs, most studies concentrated on the integration of ES and renewable
energies [33–36], ES and flexible demand [37,38], or the cooperation of a variety of ESs in a certain
power system [19,22], and few researchers studied the coordination of multiple ESs in EI [24]. Therefore,
in the context of EI, this paper optimizes energy storage coordination (ESC) from the perspective of EE
and EUE.

To handle these issues, multi-agent particle swarm optimization (MAPSO) is proposed in this
paper. Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is derived from the study of bird predator behavior.
Essentially, it belongs to an iterative random search algorithm, which can find the global optimal
solution with high probability and fast computational efficiency [39]. A multi-agent system (MAS) is a
network structure composed of multiple agents dispersing physically or logically, and they complete
complex control tasks or problems through negotiation and coordination [40,41]. MAPSO applies
the topology of PSO to MAS architecture, in which each agent is equivalent to one particle in PSO.
In addition, each agent competes and cooperates with its neighbor’s agent, and it can converge faster
and more accurately to global optimal solutions combining evolutionary mechanisms and particle
update rules of PSO.

Previous scholars integrated PSO with MAS [42,43]. In addition, MAPSO was mostly applied to
power systems. Zhao et al. [44] used MAPSO to solve the problem of reactive power optimization.
On the basis of combining multi agent technology, Xiao et al. [45] put forward MAPSO to handle a
distribution network reconfiguration problem. Kumar et al. [46] presented a MAPSO based on hybrid
PSO technology applied to the economic load dispatch which is a non-linear constrained optimization
problem. Moreover, Shunmugalatha et al. [47] applied MAPSO for the optimization of maximizing
loadability limit of power systems.

In summary, most scholars studied the coordination of ESs or ES with renewable energies from
a technical point of view, and there is little literature that takes ESC as the topic in EI. Moreover, EI
involves a variety of energy sources and energy conversion, and the structure and mode of operations
are more complex and diverse. Hence, both the capacity and type of ESs are in great demand,
and diverse functions of EI can be achieved with abundant uses of ESs. Therefore, according to the
overall demand of an EI system, three scenarios with the optimization of EE and EUE (uniting EE and
EUE) are demonstrated in this study. MAPSO is applied here to handle this optimization problem.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes the necessity and principles
of ESC in EI. In Section 3, the mathematical formulation of ESC is constructed. In Section 4, PSO, MAS
and MAPSO are described in detail. Section 5 presents a numerical example and a comparison with
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PSO to verify the feasibility and superiority of the proposed algorithm is given. Finally, Section 6
summarizes the main conclusions and research limitations.

2. Necessity and Principles of ESC

2.1. Performance of Different ES Technologies

The technical development level of ESs is different, including the following parameters: power
grade, continuous discharge time, time of stored energy, cost, lifetime and conversion efficiency.
The main technical parameters of ESs are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Technical parameters of ESs [48–50].

Types Power Grade Continuous
Discharge Time

Time of Stored
Energy Cost/($/(kW·h)) Lifetime/(Years) Conversion

Efficiency

PS 100 MW–5000 MW More than 1–24 h hour–month 5–100 40–60 70–85%
CAES 5 MW–300 MW More than 1–24 h hour–month 2–50 20–40 60–70%
SMES 100 KW–10 MW 1 ms–8 s minute–hour 1000–10000 >20 ≥96%
FES 0–250 KW 1 ms–15 min second–minute 1000–5000 >15 ≥90%

SCES 0–300 KW 1 ms–60 min second–hour 300–2000 >20 ≥95%
LTTES 100 KW–300 MW 1–8 h minute–day 3–30 20–40 <60%
HTTES 0–60 MW More than 1–24 h minute–month 30–60 5–15 <60%

LAB 0–20 MW Second–hour minute–day 200–400 5–15 ≤80%
LB 0–100 KW Minute–hour minute–day 1200–4000 5–15 80–85%

RFB 100 KW–5 MW Second–hour minute–day 250–300 10–20 70–80%

PS: Pumped Storage; CAES: Compressed Air Energy Storage; SMES: Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage;
FES: Flywheel Energy Storage; SCES: Super Capacitor Energy Storage; LTTES: Low Temperature Thermal Energy
Storage; HTTES: High Temperature Thermal Energy Storage; LAB: Lead-Acid Battery; LB: Lithium Battery; RFB:
Redox Flow Battery.

2.2. Necessity

The core feature of EI is transformation and interconnection of multiple energy sources, and its
energy network has expanded from power grids to diversified networks including transportation
networks, oil networks, gas networks, water networks and so on. As a result, a variety of ES methods
such as hydrogen storage, thermal storage and coal storage etc. have emerged. Various ESs of EI are
shown in Figure 1. Electricity, coal, oil, gas, etc. can be converted to each other, and the unused energy
is transmitted through different energy networks and then stored. Finally, user demand data, energy
supply data and ES data are analyzed by an ES system and different energies are distributed rationally.

In order to ensure the stable and efficient operation of EI, various forms of ESs should be matched
and coordinated properly, i.e., ESC. The necessity of ESC is analyzed from five aspects.

(1) Reduce ES redundancy of EI system

Different forms of ESs have their corresponding and changing needs in ESC. Nevertheless,
the maximum demand for each kind of ES does not occur at the same time. Thus, converting a
small-demand ES to a large-demand one can effectively utilize the remaining energy of the ES with
small demand, which helps to reduce ES redundancy.

(2) Make full use of the remaining capacity of large ES equipment

For some large-scale ES equipment, such as pumped storage (PS), compressed air energy storage
(CAES), etc., their capacity is large, and the power grade is high, so the remaining capacity can
be applied to other places while meeting the needs of EI. Therefore, in the information sharing
environment, ESC takes full advantage of the remaining capacity of large ES equipment.

(3) Improve EE of EI system

Transportation costs caused by ES can be reduced through different energy conversion. Moreover,
storage costs generated by energy redundancy can be reduced owing to alternative energy as well.
In addition, ESC can decrease the cost of equipment renewal brought by energy storage.
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(4) Improve EUE of EI system

Through conversion and substitution of energy, all kinds of ESs can be reasonably collocated. It is
preferred to make full use of ES with higher conversion efficiency. At the same time, the storage time
of some ESs with a higher self-discharge rate can be reduced, thereby reducing energy attenuation so
as to improve EUE.

(5) Guarantee security of EI system

All kinds of ESs are mutually reserved and supported in safety. If one ES fails and cannot provide
the required energy, other ESs will be activated by means of energy conversion or direct substitution to
ensure the security and stability of an EI system.
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2.3. Principles

Five principles of ESC are proposed in this work based on the above mentioned five aspects of
necessity and other previous studies related to coordination of ESs or ES with renewable energies [24,51–55].

(1) Meet the total demand of stored energy

When allocating the capacity of ES, it is a prerequisite to meet the total demand of stored energy.
Only in this way can the balance of supply and demand be reached, and the stable operation of the EI
system be guaranteed.

(2) Meet power grade demand

The requirements for power grade are diverse due to the degree of economic development.
For instance, industrial cities need a higher power grade, while areas with backward development
and low per capita distribution density have fewer power grade requirements. Accordingly, the ESC
should meet the demand of power grade.
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(3) Guarantee the reasonable storage and release speed

Different places have different performance requirements for ES. For example, some places with a
high penetration rate of renewable energies are prone to power fluctuation, which requires ESs with
fast storage and release speed. As a result, it is necessary to take the speed of ES release into account
while coordinating ESs.

(4) Ensure the highest EUE

EUE consists of storage efficiency and conversion efficiency. The energy attenuation degree is
diverse in different types of ESs, and the ES with less loss should be selected to improve storage
efficiency. The same kind of energy could be provided by different energy sources, resulting in the
existence of conversion efficiency. The formula of conversion efficiency is shown in Equation (1).

ρ =
Er

ES
(1)

where, Er, Es represent released energy and stored energy respectively.

(5) Ensure the optimal EE of EI system

The EE of ES is affected by a large number of factors [56], including lifetime, cost and so on.
The cost of ES should be the lowest and the EE should be the best.

All types of ESs work together in EI to ensure the system operates stably, efficiently,
and economically. According to the characteristics of different ESs, as well as the demand
situation, a reasonable arrangement of various ESs can meet the requirements of EI [57]. However,
the configuration of ESs in EI involves a large number of factors, leading to the complexity of deciding
optimization factors and formulating problems. Consequently, on the basis of the necessity and
principles of ESC proposed in this Section, the objective functions and constraint conditions of ESC
optimization are put forward below.

3. Problem Formulation

3.1. Objective Functions

Suppose the total required energy of a certain EI system provided by ESs is Etotal , and the energy
here refers to converted energy, which is different from stored energy, and the following is the same.
The demand of fixed basic energy is Ebasic. There are y kinds of ES forms in total, and the basic
requirement for each one is ei(i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , y). However, the number of ESs in this area is l, and the
stored energy of each ES is xi(i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , l, l ≤ y). In addition, the required energy for real-time is
Ereal , and that of non-real-time is Enon−real . Next, the existing ES methods are coordinated based on
optimization of EE and EUE.

(1) Economic efficiency (EE)

When it comes to ES for power systems, the total cost is composed of the cost of a central
storage system, the cost of a power transformation system, and the cost of a charge–discharge control
system [58]. As for a certain ES, such as liquid air ES, its total cost consists of the cost for the liquefaction
unit, cryogenic tanks and the discharging unit [59]. However, various forms of ESs are discussed in
this paper, and the calculation and component of its total cost are relatively complicated. Therefore,
considering the universality of ES cost and for the convenience of calculation, the total cost here is
made of variable cost, not including fix/investment costs. Various ESs have corresponding different
costs. As shown in Table 1, the cost of PS and CAES is relatively low, and the technology is much
more mature. As a result, they should be selected first as far as possible. The total cost is calculated
as follows:

C = ∑ xi f (Cimin, Cimax,) (2)
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where C represents the total cost; Cimin and Cimax are the minimum and maximum values of the ith ES
cost respectively; f function is the selection of cost according to actual situation.

(2) Energy utilization efficiency (EUE)

In this paper, EUE is characterized by the stored energy consumed under the same converted
energy. To meet the energy demand of this EI system, the total stored energy required of all ESs is
shown in Equation (3).

E =
n

∑
i=1

xi (3)

where E stands for the total stored energy of all ESs in EI system.

3.2. Constraint Conditions

Constraints of ESC include energy constraints, equipment and material constraints, total energy
constraints, basic performance constraints, and real-time constraints. The meaning and mathematical
expression of the specific constraints are as follows.

(1) Energy constraint

Any form of ES access will change the energy distribution of EI, but the overall energy
conservation should be always met, which means that Equation (4) ought to be satisfied.

ERE − ESE = ECE (4)

where ERE represents the energy released by various energy networks, ESE is the energy stored by ESs
and ECE is the consumed energy.

(2) Equipment and material constraint

Due to raw material and equipment hardware, the capacity of stored energy can be limited.
Suppose the maximum storage capacity of each ES is Ximax, and the constraint is expressed in
Equation (5).

xi ≤ Ximax (5)

(3) Total energy constraint

In order to ensure the stable operation of EI, the stored energy should meet the overall demand,
which means the capacity of total stored energy should be no less than the total amount of energy
required, which is shown in Equation (6).

n

∑
i=1

xi·ρi ≥ Etotal (6)

where, ρi represents energy conversion efficiency of the ith ES.

(4) Basic performance constraint

The basic requirements of EI for ES ought to be guaranteed for system operation, as shown in
Equation (7).

xi·ρi ≥ ei(i ∈ m ) (7)

(5) Real-time constraint
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For some large disturbances and transient faults, high real-time ES (RTES) forms are usually in
need, including superconducting magnetic energy storage (SMES), flywheel energy storage (FES),
super capacitor energy storage (SCES) etc. The constraint is presented in Equation (8).

∑(xi·ρi − ei ) ≥ Ereal(xi ∈ RTES) (8)

In order to solve this optimization problem, MAPSO can quickly and accurately converge to
the optimal solutions proposed in this study. The source, analysis and concrete steps of MAPSO are
described and analyzed in detail in Section 4.

4. Multi-Agent Particle Swarm Optimization (MAPSO) Approach

4.1. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)

PSO was developed by Eberhart et al. [39,60], which was proposed through the inspiration of birds
searching for food. Each particle adjusts its position on the basis of its own experience and information
sharing by its neighbors. In this algorithm, the velocity vector of each particle is determined by the
direction and rate of flight, and the position of the particle is used to represent the optimized problem.

Suppose a group composed of z particles exists in a d-dimensional search space. Then, the position
information and the speed information of the jth particle can be expressed by Equations (9) and (10).

Qj =
(

qj1 , qj2, . . . , qjd

)′
, j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , z (9)

Vj =
(

vj1 , vj2, . . . , vjd

)′
, j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , z (10)

The velocity information and position information of the jth particle are updated according to
Equations (11) and (12).

vt+1 = w·vt + c1·r1·(pbest − qt) + c2·r2·(gbest − qt) (11)

qt+1 = qt + vt+1 (12)

where t is the iterations, vt stands for the velocity at the tth iteration, qt represents the position at
the tth iteration, w is inertia weight, c1, c2 are acceleration constants, and r1, r2 are random values in
the range [0,1]. pbest and gbest represent the best previous position of a particle, and index of the best
particle among all the particles in this group respectively.

4.2. Agent and Multi-Agent System (MAS)

An agent is a physical or virtual entity that accomplishes one or more tasks with the ability of
perception, communication and problem solving. Additionally, an agent essentially has the following
typical characteristics [61,62].

(1) Perception

Agents can feel the stimulation of environment, and are completely dependent on their own
ability to adjust the behavior without the assistance of others.

(2) Reactivity

An agent can not only feel the changes of the external environment, but also respond to them
with different environmental information.

(3) Initiative

An agent is not simply controlled by the external environment, but can take the initiative to
complete a task according to its own actions.
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(4) Communication

An agent communicates with other agents to enhance its efficiency, which is crucial to the
expansibility of itself.

(5) Evolvability

In other words, evolvability means the learning ability. An agent has certain intelligence and will
improve learning ability as actions accumulate, thus solving problems better.

A single agent has a limited ability to solve problems, and it seems to be powerless when
encountering huge and complex problems. Accordingly, it is necessary for multiple agents to
collaborate to solve problems mutually. Thus, MAS comes into being. MAS is a network structure
composed of loosely coupled and coarse-grained agents which are physically or logically dispersed.
They accomplish complex control tasks or solve complicated problems through negotiation and
cooperation. Generally speaking, a MAS system usually contains the following four elements:

(1) meaning and purpose of each agent
(2) the definition of global environment
(3) the definition of local environment
(4) the behavioral rules that govern the interaction between an agent and its environment.

4.3. MAPSO

MAPSO is a new algorithm combining PSO and MAS [63,64]. First of all, determining the structure
suitable for MAS so as to confirm the domain of an agent is carried out. Each agent not only competes
and cooperates with its neighbors, but also takes advantage of the evolution mechanisms of PSO,
which speeds up the information transfer process [65,66]. Thus, MAPSO converges faster and more
accurately to global optimal solution.

(1) Meaning and purpose of each agent

In MAPSO, each agent α is equivalent to a particle in PSO. The particle has an optimized objective
function value which is called the fitness value. The fitness function with the best EE and maximum
EUE as the optimization goal is represented by Equations (13) and (14). In other words, the fitness
values of agent α1 and agent α2 are expressed as Equations (13) and (14).

f (α1 ) = C (13)

f (α2 ) = E (14)

The purpose of agent α1 is to minimize its fitness value as long as the constraints are met. On the
contrary, the goal of agent α2 is to maximize the fitness value.

(2) Global environment of MAPSO

For the definition of global environment, this paper adopts a simple lattice-like structure, as
shown in Figure 2. In Figure 2, each circle represents an agent which is the same as a particle in PSO.
The coordinates (a, b) in this circle represent the specific location of an agent in the global environment,
and the coordinates have a one-to-one correspondence with each agent. In addition, every agent
consists of two pieces of data, namely the speed and location of the particle in PSO. Furthermore, a× b
is the total grid number of this global environment, and the relationship between a, b and the number
of particles for PSO z is z = a× b.
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(3) Local environment of MAPSO

In order to realize communication among particles and obtain the next behavioral strategy,
the local environment needs to be defined. Then, each agent will communicate and interact with its
neighboring particles in the predefined local environment. Assume Am,n represents the agent with
position (m, n), and m = 1, 2, 3, . . . , a; n = 1, 2, 3, . . . , b, (a, b are the global environment boundaries of
MAPSO). The local environment Nm,n of Am,n is defined as Equation (15).

Nm,n = {Am,n1, Am,n2, Am1,n, Am1,n1, Am1,n2, Am2,n, Am2,n1, Am2,n2} (15)

where m1 =

{
m− 1, m 6= 1

a, m = 1
; n1 =

{
n− 1, n 6= 1

b, n = 1
; m2 =

{
m + 1, m 6= a

1, m = a
; n2 ={

n + 1, n 6= b
1, n = b

.

According to the above definition, as shown in Figure 2, there are several local environments in
the global environment. The shade of Figure 2 is the local environment of an agent with coordinates
(2,2) and the eight particles around it are the neighbors used to obtain environmental information.

(4) Behavioral strategy of each agent

The agent competes and cooperates with its neighbors. Take the EE of ESC as an example,
assuming the position of agent Am,n in the solution space is Am,n = (α1, α2, . . . , αn) and Mm,n is the
agent with the minimum fitness value among eight neighbors of Am,n. If Am,n satisfies Equation (16),
the position of agent Am,n remains unchanged, otherwise changing according to Equation (17) [48].

f (Am,n ) ≤ f (Mm,n) (16)

A′m,n = Mm,n + rand(−1, 1)·(Am,n −Mm,n) (17)

where rand(−1, 1) is a random number in the range [−1,1].
As can be seen from Equation (16), Am,n not only retains its original useful information, but also

fully absorbs the information of neighbor Mm,n and further reduces its fitness value.

(5) Implementation of MAPSO

Through the introduction to MAPSO, we can see that the combination of MA and PSO provides a
more effective method for solving problems. The concrete steps of the MAPSO algorithm are as follows:
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Step 1: Define the global environment a× b.
Step 2: Define the solution space, the maximum number of iterations, the inertia weights w, the

acceleration constants c1 and c2. Specify the lower and upper boundaries of all the variables.
Step 3: Initialize the location and speed of an agent in the solution space.
Step 4: Calculate the location coordinates of each agent’s neighbor according to Equation (15).
Step 5: Update the time counter.
Step 6: Calculate the fitness value of each agent respectively based on Equations (2) and (3). At the

same time, find the initial individual optimal fitness value and the initial global optimal
fitness value.

Step 7: Perform the neighborhood competition and cooperation operation of each agent on the
basis of Equations (16) and (17). Suppose there is an agent Am,n and Mm,n is the agent
with the minimum fitness value among eight neighbors of Am,n. If Am,n and Mm,n satisfy
Equation (16), the position of Am,n remains unchanged, otherwise changing according to
Equation (17).

Step 8: Update the position and speed of each agent according to Equations (11) and (12).
Step 9: Calculate the fitness value of each agent and then update the individual optimal fitness

value and the global optimal fitness value.
Step 10: Determine whether the termination conditions are satisfied. If one of the stopping criteria

is not satisfied, then go to Step 5. Otherwise, go to Step 11.
Step 11: Output the agent with the optimal fitness value in the last generation.

5. Case Study

Take an area of A, which is one of the EI Demonstration Projects in China, as an example for
simulation. This project contains a hybrid system of off-grid photovoltaic power (PV)–wind power
plant (WPP)–conventional gas turbine (CGT). In order to reduce the instability and randomness caused
by wind power and photovoltaic power, it is necessary to introduce ES in the EI Demonstration Projects.
However, the decision makers consider this demonstration project not only including electricity, but
also containing heat, gas and other energy sources that supply energies mutually. Therefore, energy
redundancy may exist here after adopting ES. Hence, theoretical exploration and simulation on ESC
are carried out according to the actual situation of Area A to solve the issues mentioned above.

5.1. Basic Data

First of all, a field investigation on energy sources and energy utilization of area A was conducted
to obtain material data.

Secondly, 14 experts (three professors of economic and management from universities,
eight technical managers from ES, PV, WPP, CGT, and three from electricity retailers) were invited
to analyze and classify the collected data. Combining the experts’ opinions and the decision makers’
thinking, the parameters of this EI Demonstration Project are set as follows: the total required energy
provided by ESs Etotal is 3000 MW·h, the fixed basic energy demand Ebasic is 1500 MW·h, the real-time
ES Ereal is 600 MW·h, and the non-real-time ES Enon−real is 900 MW·h.

Thirdly, the types of ESs are chosen from the perspective of cost, conversion efficiency, real-time
processing and technological maturity, as shown in Table 2. We can see from Table 2 that both redox
flow battery (RFB) and lead acid battery (LAB) accord with the factors of quick real-time processing
and high degree of technological maturity. Unfortunately, the cost of RFB could be much higher than
LAB for the reason that when activated carbon is added to the negative electrode of LAB, its cost will
be decreased and the lifetime and performance will be improved. Thus, the eight types of PS, low
temperature thermal energy storage (LTTES), LAB, SCES, high temperature thermal energy storage
(HTTES), CAES, SMES and FES are selected for Area A.
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Table 2. The chosen ES types from Table 1.

Factors Types of ESs

Low cost PS, LTTES, CAES, HTTES
High conversion efficiency SMES, FES, SCES
Quick real-time processing LAB, SCES, SMES, FES, RFB
High degree of technological maturity PS, LAB, RFB

Finally, the cost, maximum storage capacity Ximax and basic required energy of each ES ei are
decided considering the experts’ advice, the technical parameters of ESs in Section 2 cited from
references [48–50], and the actual situation of Area A. As for conversion efficiency ρi, the critical values
of each ES are selected. These parameters are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Parameters of selected ESs.

No. Type Cost/($/(kW·h)) ρi/(%) Ximax/(MW·h) ei/(MW·h)
1 PS 50 85 1000 700
2 LTTES 15 60 600 300
3 LAB 300 80 600 300
4 SCES 1000 95 800 200
5 HTTES 45 60 200 0
6 CAES 25 70 500 0
7 SMES 5000 96 400 0
8 FES 3000 90 500 0

5.2. Example Results

The proposed objective functions in Section 3.1 belong to a single objective optimization which
cannot provide a final balance between the configurations of EE and EUE. Therefore, it is necessary to
combine EE and EUE together. Hence, the three scenarios of EE, EUE, and the combination of EE and
EUE are discussed in this paper separately.

The MATLAB software is applied to solve the optimization problems under these three simulation
scenarios. The strategy of ESC is determined by comparison of the optimization results.

5.2.1. Scenario 1: Economic Efficiency (EE)

ES in EI is in great demand, but its cost is generally high. Thus, reducing cost becomes key while
ES technology remains at the present level. Therefore, based on the goal of improving EE, PSO and
MAPSO are adopted to optimize the system under the constraint conditions of Section 3.2.

The population size of MAPSO and PSO is usually determined according to the complexity of
problems. The population size of the two algorithms is set as 16, comprehensively considering the
balance between optimization efficiency and optimization results. The size of the global environment
is 8*8. The maximum iterations are set as 100. In order to prevent PSO from falling into local optimal
solution and improving search ability, this paper applies the linear decreasing inertia weight [60].
The settings of linear weight and acceleration constants are cited from reference [67]. The parameters
of PSO and MAPSO are presented in Table 4.
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Table 4. Parameters of particle swarm optimization (PSO) and multi-agent particle swarm optimization
(MAPSO).

Algorithm Population Size Iterations UBIW LBIW c1 c2 Size of Global Environment

PSO 16 50 0.9 0.2 2.0 2.0
MAPSO 16 50 0.9 0.2 2.0 2.0 8*8

UBIW: Upper bounds of inertia weight; LBIW: Lower bounds of inertia weight.

The CPU time required for solving this optimization problem with a Dell Inspiron 7447 series
laptop powered by a Inter Core i7-4720HQ processor and 8 GB of RAM is computed 20 times and
the average time is 0.056915 s of MAPSO and 0.026558 s of PSO. Obviously, the solving time of
MAPSO, which is acceptable, is longer than that of PSO. On the other hand, the decision makers are
inclined to obtain the optimal results of ESC, thus the optimization results of the two algorithms are
discussed below.

The convergence comparison between PSO and MAPSO is shown in Figure 3. At the same time,
the comparison of computing results is shown in Table 5 as well.
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Table 5. Comparison of results with EE objective.

Algorithm Cmin/$ Cmean/$ Cmax/$

PSO 1.7181 × 109 1.8475 × 109 3.7571 × 109

MAPSO 1.3272 × 109 1.3911 × 109 2.8443 × 109

From Figure 3, we can see that PSO reaches the optimal solution after running about 60 times,
while MAPSO descends quickly in the first few generations and reaches the optimal solution after
about 30 iterations, which shows the effectiveness and superiority of the algorithm’s optimization
mechanism. Moreover, as can be seen from Table 5, the minimum, mean and maximum cost of MAPSO
is lower than PSO. In summary, the MAPSO algorithm shows better convergence and computational
accuracy. Though the processing time of MAPSO is longer than PSO, MAPSO is a valid algorithm in
terms of computing results.

5.2.2. Scenario 2: Energy Utilization Efficiency (EUE)

Due to the high cost of ES, it is necessary to improve the EUE of ES equipment. This section
aims to maximize EUE and optimize it using PSO and MAPSO respectively. Similarly, the linear
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decreasing inertia weight is chosen here, where the parameters of PSO and MAPSO are the same as
Section 5.2.1. However, the maximum iterations are changed to 50 on the basis of the tested computing
results. The CPU time for solving this issue is calculated 20 times as well using the identical laptop in
Section 5.2.1. The average solving time of MAPSO is 0.046338 s and 0.026641 s of PSO.

The convergence comparison of PSO and MAPSO with the target of EUE is shown in Figure 4,
and the result comparison is presented in Table 6.
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Table 6. Comparison of results with EUE objective.

Algorithm Emin/(MW·h) Emean/(MW·h) Emax/(MW·h)
PSO 4.1618 × 106 4.5899 × 106 4.6000 × 106

MAPSO 4.1481 × 106 4.5871 × 106 4.6000 × 106

It is known from Figure 4 that MAPSO reaches the optimal solution in about 5 steps, and PSO
runs in approximately 5 steps at the same time. From Table 6, the minimum, mean energy capacity of
PSO is a little larger than that of MAPSO, while the maximum value obtained by the two algorithms
is 4.6000 × 106 MW·h. As far as the results of Figure 4 and Table 6 are concerned, the advantages of
MAPSO are not so obvious. This is because the objective function of EUE is relatively simple, and the
superiorities of MAPSO are not well reflected.

5.2.3. Scenario 3: Uniting EE and EUE

The proposed optimization model in this scenario combined the objective functions of EE and
EUE, which belong to a multi-objective optimization. There are two main strategies for this problem:
the direct solution path and the indirect solution path. On the one hand, the direct solution path
can search for the optimal solution from a global scope, but the coding is too complicated. On the
other hand, the indirect solution path is to assign weight coefficients to each objective function and
weight the multi-objective model to a single one. In general, the weights are usually determined by
the decision makers according to their subjective experience. This method takes full advantage of the
knowledge of decision makers, but it is also subjective. However, this way is easier to get an optimal
solution compared with the direct path. Furthermore, the proposed MAPSO is suitable for single
objective optimization. Based on the above, we chose the indirect solution path to handle this issue,
and how to change the multi-objective functions into a single one is presented below.
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The optimization direction and dimension of the objective function is in difference, so an
appropriate treatment is necessary to solve this problem. Set ϑc and ϑe. as weight coefficients of
objective function C and E, and the united objective function is γ. The normalized and dimensionless
process of the objective function values is expressed in Equation (19) [68].

γ = min
{

ϑc·
C− Cmin

Cmax − Cmin + ϑe·
Emax − E

Emax − Emin

}
(19)

where ϑc + ϑe = 1.
The optimization results of MAPSO and PSO are shown in Figure 5, along with the weight

changes between 0.1 and 0.9 of objective function C. We know that the cases of EE and EUE belong
to the special situations when the weight coefficients of C are 1 and 0, which are not discussed here.
It can be found from Figure 6 that PSO has great volatility when the weight coefficient of C is in the
range of 0.2 and 0.5. When the weight coefficient is between 0.5 and 0.9, both PSO and MAPSO show a
steady upward trend. Therefore, in conjunction with expert opinion, the average of 0.5 and 0.9 is taken
as the weight coefficient of C here. Obviously, the weight coefficient of E is 0.3.
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Under these circumstances, the multi-objective optimization is carried out. The settings of the
basic parameters and the laptop used are consistent with those in Section 5.2.1. The average solving
time for computing PSO and MAPSO 20 times is 0.160904 s and 0.081907 s, respectively. Similarly,
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the convergence comparison of these two methods and the optimization results are shown in Figure 6
and Table 7.

Table 7. Comparison of results with objective function γ.

Algorithm γmin γmean γmax

PSO 0.27917 0.32659 0.98439
MAPSO 0.13562 0.15468 0.67486

As shown in a, MAPSO runs about 40 times to achieve the optimal solution, and PSO operates
about 50 times, which declines with a tiny step after the 30th iteration as shown in Figure 5b. Compared
with PSO, the minimum, mean and maximum values of γ with MAPSO are smaller, which is presented
in Table 7. Additionally, the computing time of MAPSO is shorter than that of PSO. All of the results
prove the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed MAPSO.

5.3. Results Analysis

We can see from the above results, the convergence and computational accuracy of MAPSO are
better than PSO. Thus, ES configuration obtained by MAPSO is discussed below, which is shown in
Table 8.

Table 8. Optimal allocation scheme of ESs.

Object
Stored Energy of Each ES/(MW·h)

Total Cost/$
Total Stored

Energy/(MW·h)1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

EE 1000 600 600 800 200 500 0 88.9 1.3272 × 109 3788.9
EUE 1000 600 600 800 200 500 400 500 4.5605 × 109 4600

EE and EUE 1000 502 600 800 200 500 69.8 131.1 1.8013 × 109 3802.9

The following conclusions can be drawn from Table 8.

(1) The energy capacity with the objective of EE is 811.1 MW·h less than that of EUE, while the cost
difference is 3.2333 × 109 $. When the capacity of total stored energy increases by 4600−3788.9

3788.9 =

21.4073%, the cost will raise correspondingly by 4.5605×109−1.3272×109

1.3272×109 = 243.6181%. The results
indicate that under the current ES technology level, if the capacity of stored energy is still
increasing, a large cost will need to be paid after it reaches a certain degree. Consequently, it is
suggested that decision makers give priority to EE when coordinating various ESs.

(2) Compared with the results of EE, both the cost and the capacity of stored energy will increase
with the implementation of multi-objective optimization. However, the cost will rise by
1.8013×109−1.3272×109

1.3272×109 = 35.7218% while the capacity increases by only 3802.9−3788.9
3788.9 = 0.3695%.

Both of the two conclusions perform alike, which indicates that decision makers should attach
great importance to EE. However, if the diversity of ES is a must, the multi-objective optimization
of EE and EUE is the best choice and the capacity of PS, LTTES, LAB, SCES, HTTES, CAES,
SMES and FES can be configured as 1000 MW·h, 502 MW·h, 600 MW·h, 800 MW·h, 200 MW·h,
500 MW·h, 69.8 MW·h, and 131.1 MW·h, respectively.
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6. Conclusions

EI has diverse needs for various ES types. Under the certain principle of coordination and
optimization, rational allocation of multiple ESs according to features of ESs can not only meet the
requirements of EI, but also achieve the purpose of improving EE and EUE. Thus, this paper firstly
points out the necessity of ESC. Then, the principles of ESC are presented. Finally, a simulation is
carried out applying PSO and MAPSO. The main conclusions of this study are as follows.

(1) The 5 principles when coordinating ESs are summarized: meet the total demand of stored energy;
meet the power grade demand; guarantee the reasonable storage and release speed; ensure the
highest EUE; ensure the optimal EE of the EI system.

(2) MAPSO combines the competition and cooperation strategy of MAS and the update mechanism
of PSO. It overcomes the shortcoming of PSO, improves the ability of global optimization, and
has higher computing precision and robustness.

(3) At the current level of ES technology, the pursuit of maximum EUE will cost far more than the
benefit of EE. The suggestion that implementing ESC with the goal of EE is put forward.

(4) When considering both EE and EUE, the capacity of PS, LTTES, LAB, SCES, HTTES, CAES,
SMES and FES can be configured as 1000 MW·h, 502 MW·h, 600 MW·h, 800 MW·h, 200 MW·h,
500 MW·h, 69.8 MW·h, and 131.1 MW·h, respectively. The cost will be 1.8013 × 109 $ and the
capacity of total stored energy will reach 3802.9 MW·h.

However, there are some limitations in this study. First of all, only eight kinds of ES forms are
selected for simulation, while in fact there are many kinds of ES in EI systems. The total cost of ES is
more complicated, while this paper only takes the variable cost into account. Reasonable decisions can
be made based on actual situations using the model proposed here. Eventually, factors such as capacity
configuration and demand response are not considered when designing ESC. Therefore, research can
be conducted in the future to deal with these issues.
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Nomenclature

ρ the conversion efficiency of energy storage
Er the released energy of energy storage
Es the stored energy of energy storage
Etotal the total required energy of an energy Internet system
Ebasic the demand of fixed basic energy
y the total number of energy storage
ei the basic requirement for each energy storage
l the number of energy storage in energy Internet
xi the stored energy of each energy storage
Ereal the required energy for real-time
Enon−real the required energy for non-real-time
C the total cost
Cimin the minimum value of the ith energy storage cost
Cimax the maximum value of the ith energy storage cost
f the selection of cost according to actual situation
E the total stored energy of all energy storages in EI system
ERE the energy released by various energy networks
ESE the energy stored by energy storages
ECE the consumed energy
Ximax the maximum storage capacity of each energy storage
ρi the energy conversion efficiency of the ith energy storage
n the number of particles
j the jth particle in PSO
d the dimension of search space
t the number of iterations
vt the velocity at the tth iteration
qt the position at the tth iteration
w the inertia weight
c1, c2 the acceleration constants
r1, r2 the random values in the range [0,1]
pbest the best previous position of a particle
gbest the value of the best particle among all the particles
α an agent in MAPSO

(a, b)
the specific location of an Agent in the global environment, and a, b are the global
environment boundaries of MAPSO

Am,n the agent with position (m, n)
Nm,n the local environment of Am,n

Mm,n the agent with the minimum fitness value among 8 neighbors of Am,n

rand(−1, 1) a random number in the range [−1,1]
γ the united objective function
ϑc weight coefficients of objective function C
ϑe weight coefficients of objective function E
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Appendix

Table A1. The list of classified literature.

Section Content References Country of Authors

Application of ES in EI

The functions of ES in EI [10] China

The application of certain ES technology in EI [11,12] China

The basic application of ES in EI [14] Qatar

The application and optimization of ES in
smart grid or hybrid energy systems [13,15–18] Italy, Spain, USA, Turkey,

Singapore, Australia

Coordination of ESs or ES
with renewable energies

Cooperation of various ESs [19–24] Australia, China, Denmark,
Portugal, USA

Coordination of ES and renewable energies. [25–36]
China, Italy, Portugal, Korea,
Iran, Brazil, Spain, Thailand,
Japan, South Korea

Coordination of ES and flexible demand [37,38] England, Iran

The application of MAPSO

Reactive power optimization [44] China

Distribution network reconfiguration [45] China

Economic load dispatch [46] India

Maximizing loadability limit of power systems [47] India
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